2023 ANIMALS: DOMESTIC & WORKING

Congratulations, artists! Below is the list of works that have been accepted, listed alphabetically by the artists' last name. Listings below are as per original artist submission.

All artists have been notified of their acceptances via email by ShowSubmit with important receiving information and hangtags. Please be aware that you receive a separate email per work and are notified as to whether the artwork displayed in the email is accepted or rejected. You will need this email to access the form to submit your framed image and dimensions. If you did not receive your acceptance email, contact support@showsubmit.com

Anthony Almeida, Elephant’s last hurrah
Anthony Almeida, Feline perspective
Carol Amos, Daydreamer
Carol Amos, The speckled hen
Carolyn R Antonucci, Cat in a Croatian castle
Linda L Armstrong, Upstate
Patt Baldino, White orchid and blue parakeet
Serena Bates, Charlie horse
Serena Bates, Zen zen
Rosanne Cerbo, Out to pasture
James Cohn, Walking myself
Leslie Connito, Dusty day in Manitou
Leslie Connito, One cow
Anne-Marie Dannenberg, A rest for my friend and I
Anne-Marie Dannenberg, The most beautiful hens
Dickson Donald Despommier, Mongolian horse
Dickson Donald Despommier, Moroccan horse
Tracy Dockray, Illustration from the gift
Barbara Cricchio Efchak, Hathaway
Diane Farr, Old friend
Debra Friedkin, Dog walker
Debra Friedkin, Flash the dog
Jeffrey Friedkin, Headless horseman
Jeffrey Friedkin, Rip and Buddy
Elaine Gaskell, Lunch break in the park
Lee Hutt, Bison
Lee Hutt, The raven
Karen Israel, Contemplating Emily
Jean-Pierre Jacquet, Henscomb
Deborah LaFogg Docherty, Baby
Megan Lawlor, Blondie
Zhi Li, *Still life flower with Starr*

Marcia Lloyd, *Dog beach 1, Prospect Park*

Marcia Lloyd, *Dog beach 2, Prospect Park*

Madeline Gardner Meryash, *Bad boy floyd*

Madeline Gardner Meryash, *Birdsong*

Elizabeth P Morgan, *Miss. Fluffy Puff*

Deborah Newman, *Polo pony*

Deborah Newman, *Saddled up and ready to go*

Marcus Pierno, *Leo*

Werner Rentsch, *Plowing field*

Werner Rentsch, *Racing at saratoga*

Mary McKenna Ridge, *A Short caravan, Giza*

Mary McKenna Ridge, *Oink, oink*

Jane Sklar, *Frenchie blue*

Jane Sklar, *Sheep*

Peter Smejkal, *Key west rooster*

Peter Smejkal, *Old faithful*

Chana Snyder, *Snuggled in*

Robin Jane Solvang, *Duck*

Shawn Sullivan, *Bone yard*

Mary Jean Weaver, *Audrey*

Karen Weihs, *The found shed antler*

Serena XuNing, *Portrait of Dubin*

Serena XuNing, *Portrait of Noodle*